Blue to Gold
Our Program to Honor our Fallen Sons and Daughters

The Blue to Gold Program is a Blue Star Mothers of America, Inc. National
Organization. The program was implemented to honor our Fallen
Heroes, to recognize a Mother, Spouse and Family’s ultimate sacrifice as
well as the ultimate sacrifice that their precious loved one gave for all of
us. It is a commitment that we will “never forget” the fallen hero. The
Blue Star stands for “Hope and Pride” and the Gold Star stands for the
sacrifice to the cause of “Liberty and Justice”.
The significance of honor that the BSMA member bestows in recognition
of the loss of a mother’s child is hard to convey in words. The laying
down of one’s life in commitment to, or while serving side by side with a
brother or sister in arms, to include attending to protecting our nation
while serving our Military anywhere in the world, is of the highest of
honors.
Where there is known fallen military personnel, the Banner is presented
whether it be the son or daughter of a member of the Blue Star Mothers
of America, or if there is a known fallen military member within an area
where there is a member who can attend to the Blue to Gold honors.
The Banner is presented to the parents and/or spouse if they desire to
have a Banner. The honors are done in person, and only mailed under
unique circumstances or when there is no BSMA member in the area to
honor the family. Below you will find the guidelines for requesting a
banner and for presentation of the banner.

This is the information needed to request a Gold Star Banner
presentation, the sooner we can get this information the sooner we
can order the banner. Normally it takes 3-5 days to receive the
banner from Service Flags in NV, under certain circumstances, we
can get a banner overnight but there is a cost to us for this.
Contact person name and contact number (PGR, CAO)
Date Banner needed and or Service Date:
Name of Deceased:
Date of Death:
Mothers name and address (only need one banner if mom and dad
are residing together)
Fathers name and address if parents are separated or divorced:
Spouse name and address if there is one:
Children’s info if available:
You can contact me at:
Merinda Mullins
425-334-7509 Home
425-308-3812 Cell
mlmullins@verizon.net

